records of the salem witch hunt paperback amazon com - this book represents the first comprehensive record of all legal documents pertaining to the salem witch trials in chronological order numerous newly discovered, salem witch trials wikipedia - the salem witch trials were a series of hearings and prosecutions of people accused of witchcraft in colonial massachusetts between february 1692 and may 1693, entries from records of the salem witch hunt linked to - entries from records of the salem witch hunt linked to digital facsimile images entry numbers 1 100 this page links the entries in records of the salem witch hunt, the salem witch hunt a brief history with documents - the salem witch hunt a brief history with documents bedford series in history and culture richard godbeer on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers, thomas putnam ringleader of the salem witch hunt - thomas putnam was the father of afflicted girl ann putnam jr and many historians consider him to be a major influence in the salem witch trials, history of the salem witch trials history of - the salem witch trials of 1692 were a dark time in american history more than 200 people were accused of practicing witchcraft and 20 were killed during the hysteria, guide to online primary sources of the salem witch trials - what s in this guide contents of records of the salem witch hunt this is a list of the entries included in records of the salem witch hunt bernard rosenthal, juicios de salem wikipedia la enciclopedia libre - los juicios por brujer a de salem fueron una serie de audiencias locales posteriormente seguidas por procesos judiciales formales llevados a cabo por las, burn the witch tv tropes - the burn the witch trope as used in popular culture when a community with a superstitious mindset suspects someone in their midst of magical or otherwise, ancestry blog helping you discover your family history - at ancestry we care deeply about keeping and preserving memories from our ancestors and loved ones this year we are honored to partner with storycorps a wonderful